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The word taste refers to the subjective, yet we often view it as something objective. Our taste 
in things are informed by the taste of others but often we are ruled by our own. This maybe 

related to our sense of comfort. When we don’t have an aquired taste for something, its 

ucomfortable to try it on. This discomfort causes rejection or curiosity for the taste of others.  
 

Taste can mean a preference, or that which is acquired or possessed. Its parallel to the 

concept of having or not having. The artists in this show come from places with centuries of 

accumulated tastes invesed in collective pride, but today no taste is safe, nor pure. We are 
forced to look at other examples and other ideas that flood and overwhelm our taste. Mass 

communication like the Internet and satellite TV confront us with competing tastes from 

around the world.  Yet artists have a special role in creating culture. They are not mere 
manufactures of taste: they question certainties and ridicule rigidities. Their art relieve us 

from our totalitarian attitudes.  Abiding by these ideals, the works that I have selected for this 
program reveal the wisdom, connection, diversity, absurdity and contradictions of various 

tastes in the world. 
  

Before any further discourse I must express my gratitude to apexart for choosing The Taste of 

Others; the first presentation of a series of educational programs taken on as part of my 
thesis project to introduce and promote contemporary Central Asian art and artists of the 

Diaspora in the United States. Its my pleasure to present the works of some of the artists I 
encountered during my trip to Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan in April of 2004. I am also delighted 

to have the opportunity to conceive and create: All you CAN eat Keecheerrii Kooroot, a live 
performance & installation that comments on special winter practices in Afghanistan and other 

countries of Central Asia. This is the first event where I have collapsed the role of artist and a 

curator, breaking my own preference for boundaries. 
 

Concurrent to All You  CAN eat Keecheerii-Kooroot and Sandalee, The Taste of Others include 
a live performance by Lida Abdul and a video program with works by Roya Ghiasy, Mariam 

Ghani, Lida Abdul, (Afghanistan), Yerbossyn Meldibekov (Kazakhstan), Muratbek Jumaliev & 
Gulnara Kasmalieva (Kyrgyzstan), Alexander Nikolaev (Uzbekistan) Nikhil Chopra (India), 

Sislej Xhafa (Kosovo), and Jacob Fuglsang Mikklesen (Denmark). 

 

All You  CAN eat Keecheerii-Kooroot  is a performance that comments on cultural comforts 

and discomforts.  A famous Afghan dish, Keecheerrii Kooroot is usually served during the 
winter. It is delicious; visually delightful , and has a very ceremonious preparation and serving 

process. Like many other things in Asia, eating happens close to the ground. Although  20th 
century modernisim has brought Western furniture into Afghan homes, (saalune or western 

style salon) it has not affected their dinning habits. Afghans prefer eating with hands while 
sitting on the floor, on rugs and mattress. They find it far more comfortable and consider 

eating with hands,  an art form. One has to work on his/her technique to eat gracefuly. 

 
All You CAN Eat Keecheerrii Kooroot also refers to the difference between American and 

Afghan ideas about food and its consumption. To taste the dish, audiences will remove their 
shoes and sit down on carpets to eat with their hands while sharing a koori (plater) with a 

number of people. I have invited artist, poet, and musician Zak Sherzad to demonste how to 
make a logma (bite) with the hand. My intention here is to give opportunity for people to 

observe their  reactions, enjoy a communal experience, and gain different prospectives on  

hospitality. In America “all you can eat” refer to an abundance of food that an individual may 
enjoy. For Afghans it is much more about an energetic abundance. The culture looks down on 

excess of food and waist. Moreover, the practice of sharing is a perfect remedy for when there 
is little food to go around. 

 

Sandalee is an installation inspired by my childhood memories of winter in Afghanistan.  To 

beat the freezing cold of the long winters Afghans have several ways of heating their homes.  



A more universal one is the furnace heater that burns wood. The second one, common and 

most endeared among all classes of society is what is called Sandalee. As a kid I was facinated 
by the whole process of installing a Sandalee. In our home, in the center of our carpeted living 

room, we placed a large square wooden table. The table was custom built, about two feet 

high, and very sturdy. All around its four sides we layed tooshaks (mattresses) and pillows. 

Than a metal container full of hot burning coal was placed beneath the table. Next a large 
leeaaff, (cotton filled comforter) especially designed for the Sandalee, would be thrown over 

the table, covering it entirely and spilling out over the mattresses on all four sides.  

  
After a long day of playing in the snow, my twin sister and I would run inside and slip under 

the Sandalee to warm up. Sitting on the tooshaks, we covered ourselves up to our busts with 

the leeaaff and didn’t come out for hours . Sandalee is so cozy that it can be addictive. In this 

manner my family would lounge, play cards, eat and even sleep under the Sandalee. I have 
always thought of Sandalee as an incredible visual and experiential installation. It’s thoroughly 

geometric, invested in space, time, and physical sensation. Yet in relationship to culture & 

function Sandalee represents the opposite of Western taste. It’s communal, its all about the 
family unit, its about the collective purpose and experience. It’s an intimacy that’s very 

different. Often, the Husband, wife, kids and grand parents, all sit together under the 
Sandalee, which essentially is one big mattress and a blanket. This type of space is an 

awkward idea (taste) for Westerners who are accostumed to individual space and privacy. 
 

In her live performance Lida Abdul arrests our attention on her taste for the repetitive act.  

She pushes an ice cube back and forth on to an Afghan rug to symbolize similarities between 
mourning and fear, and our psychological struggles with loss. The brochure for The Taste of 

Others, features Lida Abdul’s Global Porn 2001. The image shows the artist wearing a black 
hejab, and sticking her tong out, which is smothered in gold glitter. In her untitled video, she 

appears in the same attire, smiling and blowing bubble gum. These works relate to modern 
western interpretations of the Islamic world and vice-versa. Whose notion of liberty is real? 

Whose sexy campaign do we buy into? And yes, maybe women in veils have fun too!  

 
In his video “Pastan I am”, the Kazak artist Yerbossyn Meldibekov’s allows himself to be 

slapped repeatedly, so hard that his hat flies off. The scene appears violent but it feels light 
and even comical. Yerbossyn’s works are commentaries on processes for change and reform in 

Central Asia tainted by socio-psychological and cultural impotencies. Roya Ghiasy, in her 
video work “Ms. Homayun” 2002 interviews a scientist living and working in New York. A 

woman is seen wearing a transparent veil-lightly covering her head. She speaks but the video 

has been manipulated so that her facial gestures are slow and exaggerated and her voice is 

heard as muddles of disturbing sounds. Viewer must make an effort to understand that Ms. 

Homayun is discussing profound issues like science, progress, nature, cloning, love and human 
emotions.  

 
Mariam Ghani‘s “Kabul Reconstructions” 2003 is a video, installation and public dialogue 
project that explores the multiple meanings and resonances of the idea of reconstruction -- as 

both process and metaphor -- in the context of present-day Kabul. “DJ Whitelines, Airmix” 

2004 is a character that has slowly developed from Jacob Fuglsang Mikklesen’s background 

as a DJ and a performer. Air mixing is pretending to be doing something that is not there 
except as a concept. The title, DJ Whitelines relates to both the song by Grandmaster Flash: 

“Whitelines, don’t do it” and the white lines that he uses in his paintings to symbolize 
degeneration.  In this piece Jacob has drawn the line between himself and his audience by 

wearing a uniform.  
 

Muratbek Jumaliev & Gulnara Kasmalieva’s work “Sham” 2005, is a poetic attempt in 

connecting spiritual and cultural rituals of a region confronted by global disorientation. A 
husband and wife team living & working in Bishkek, they are pioneers of contemporary art in 

Kyrgysztan. Since early nineteen nineties they have created works, led artists groups, curated 
and have launched art projects through out Central Asia. A recent collaboration carried them 

across a forty-day journey throughout Siberia. I am just beginning to learn more about 
Alexander Nikolaev’s works. Along with few other artists in this show, I discovered his work 

in an exhibition organized by Kurama Art in Bishekek, Kyrgyzstan, and visited his studio in 



Tashkent Uzbekistan. I was immediately touched by the irony and conceptual integrity of his 

paintings, installations, and video works.  
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 


